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Product Application Instructions - Carlack Shampoo 

 
 

 
 
Carlack Shampoo is a general purpose surface wash suitable 
for cars, boats, caravans and bikes. Carlack Shampoo is 
designed to soften and clean dirt deposits on your vehicle and 
clean them away. Carlack Shampoo has a gentle foam and is 
bio-degradable. 
 
Carlack Shampoo is designed to work with Carlack Polishes 
and contains polish properties* that build onto the existing 
Carlack polish, leaving a glossy finish. 
 
Carlack Shampoo is a concentrate with a mixture rate of 2 
capfuls to 10 litres of water – 3 capfuls for more contaminated 
surfaces. 
 
 

 
Please follow your local water restrictions and environmental regulations when using this 

product. Carlack Products recommend washing your vehicle on a soft (grass) surface. 
 
 
Step 1.  
 
Add 2-3 capfuls of Carlack Shampoo to a clean bucket (10-20litres) and fill with water. When filling 
allow the hose to enter and exit the water level of the bucket to provide foam. Wet the vehicle and 
wash your vehicle in the normal way. For larger contaminants and deposits allow the shampoo and 
foam to soak the spots – firmer washing actions may be required on some dirt spots. Wash 
sections or sides of the vehicle at a time and rinse. 
 
Step 2.  
 
After washing and rinsing all sections of the vehicle give a final rinse and then towel dry or chamois 
the vehicle to prevent water spots. Once the vehicle is dry it can be inspected for polishing 
requirements using Carlack Cutting Compound, Carlack Complete 68, Carlack Longlife or Carlack 
Fast Detailer as required. 
 
 
The Carlack Car Care range also offers paint care and interior care products and other interior 
cleaning products including Carlack Leather Cream and Carlack Carissma Interior Fragrance. 
 

For more information on other Carlack products go to our website –  
 

www.carlackproducts.com.au  
 

* Carlack Shampoo is not a “wash and wax” but a shampoo with a polish additive designed to complement Carlack 

polishes. Carlack Shampoo can be used on all surfaces and with all polishes and waxes. 

http://www.carlackproducts.com.au/

